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Under the hypothesis that the distinguished object I of a compact closed category isa generator, 
a complete description of the natural transformations of functors ®, [ ,  ] and all their super- 
positions is obtained. The class of natural transformations ~ : A --* B is a one-parametric family 
{QB(1 ®f)0B l~o0 t fe  Horn(/, I)}. Under similar hypothesis some partial results (not for all super- 
positions of basic functors) for symmetric monoidal closed categories and compact closed cate- 
gories enriched by a biproduct (direct sum) functor also are obtained. 
Introduction 
The natural transformations of distinguished functors and their superpositions 
generated by the closed structure of a closed category K (often called canonical or 
allowable natural transformations in K) were considered by many authors (see 
[4-7, 10-13]). It seems very natural to try to find the connection between canonical 
natural transformations and other natural transformations of these functors. 
We present here a simple description of this connection in the case of compact 
closed categories ( ee [4]) under the additional hypothesis that the distinguished ob- 
ject of the category is a generator. The class of natural transformations from A to 
B (A, B being arbitrary superpositions of functors ®, [, ]) is either an empty class 
or it forms a one-parametric family {q~y[feHom(I,I)} where ~f denotes the 
following composite: 
0 -1 1 (~) f  A cI,(A,B) B----*B®I B®I~-~B, 
here 0 is the usual canonical natural transformation and ~(A,B) is a canonical 
natural transformation determined by A, B. It is valid, for example in the category 
of finitely generated projective modules on a commutative ring I with unit. This 
result may be applied to the compact closed categories enriched by the functor [] 
(biproduct). It is possible to obtain a description of all the natural transformations 
~o :A ~ B where A, B are superpositions of ®, IS], [, ], satisfying some additional 
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conditions. The main condition is, roughly speaking, that A, B are 'linear' in every 
variable (if we consider ®, [,  ] as 'multiplications' and [] as 'addition'), but in 
general the conditions on A and B are not independent. In this case the natural 
transformations ~:A- ,B  form a multi-parametric family. The parameters range 
again over Hom(/, I). An example is, as above, the category of projective modules 
(enriched by the direct sum functor). 
In Section 1 some preliminary notions are recapitulated. Most of the results of 
this paper are formulated for so-called dinatural transformations [9], but if the 
reader is not deeply interested in details of the proofs, the difference between the 
dinatural and the usual natural transformations may be ignored. 
In Section 2 the main lemma (Lemma 2.1) is proved. According to it, in every 
symmetric monoidal closed category K where I is a generator, every dinatural trans- 
formation 
¢(. . .X. . .  ) : [X,I] (~ X~ A(... ) 
(here XeOb(K) ,  while A is an arbitrary superposition of ®, [, ] that does not 
depend on the argument X) is a composite of the form 
e 0(-..! 
[X , I ]QX , I  A(...). 
Here e is evaluation and ~ is constructed canonically from ¢. 
Applying this lemma we obtain a description of all dinatural transformations 
~P(XI, ..., Xn) : ([Xl, I] ® XI ) ® -'- ® ([Xn, I] ® Xn) ~ I in K (Theorem 2.6). 
In Section 3 we consider the dinatural transformations q~:A -, B (where A, B are 
arbitrary superpositions of ®,  [,  ]) in compact closed categories. This case is 
reduced (via natural isomorphisms belonging to the structure of a compact closed 
category) to the cases considered in Section 2. The resulting description of dinatural 
transformations is given by Theorem 3.10. 
In Section 4 the enrichment of compact closed categories by a biproduct functor 
is treated. A class of functors A,B satisfying the above-mentioned conditions is 
described. The problem of the description of dinatural transformations tp:A ~B is 
reduced (via natural isomorphisms of distributivity) to the case considered in Sec- 
tion 3. The final result is given in Theorem 4.14. 
Simultaneously with the descriptions of the dinatural transformations we obtain 
a test of equality for two dinatural transformations of corresponding types: 
q~l, tP2:A ~B are equal iff the components ~01(/, . . . , I)  and (P2(I, .. . , I) are equal. 
(See the Theorems 2.8, 3.12 and 4.15.) 
Some proof-theoretical ideas have been used in this paper. In particular, the 
reductions used in Sections 3 and 4 are similar to some transformations of proposi- 
tional formulas. (Cf. also [7, 11]). 
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1. Preliminary notions 
A symmetric monoidal closed category may be treated as the following collection 
of data (see [1, 5, 11]): 
(i) a category K; 
(ii) a functor (tensor product) -®-  :K®K- - ,K ;  
(iii) a functor (internal Hom) [ - , - ]  :K°P®K- - ,K ;  
(iv) an object 1~ Ob(K); 
(v) natural isomorphisms 
~o =~x :X®I~X,  
2 = 2x : I®X- -*X ,  
1 ~- 1 X "- X ---~ [I~ X] ,  
ot = axyz  : (X® Y)  ® Z~X® (Y® Z), 
7 = ~'xr :X® Y~ Y® X,  
=¢xvz : [X® Y,Z]  ~ [X, [Y, Z]]; 
(vi) a natural isomorphism 
rr = nxrz  : Hom(X® Y, Z )~ Hom(X, [Y, Z]). 
Often evaluation and co-evaluation are included in the structure but we shall con- 
sider them as composites: 
e = exr= r t - l ( l tx  ' rl)" [X, Y] ®X-- '  Y, 
0 = t~Xy = rt (lx® r) : X--* [ Y, X® Y]. 
These composites are natural transformations only in a generalised sense. 
The data (i)-(vi) are subject to many axioms. Part of them are the Kelly-MacLane 
coherence conditions [51 and the rest reflect the fact that there is some redundancy 
among the data (for example 2x = Qx" Ytx). 
A typical example of a symmetric monoidal closed category is a category of 
modules over some commutative ring I with unit. 
Let the collection of data above be enriched by the following natural iso- 
morphisms: 
(vii) r/ =r tx :  [[x, II, l l - ,  X, 
=  xv: Ix, Y]--' Y®[X,I], 
= OJxr: IX® Y,I]-,[Y, II®[X,I]. 
If some new axioms are satisfied, (i)-(vii) define a compact closed category (this 
definition is different from the definition in [4] but equivalent o it). Our main 
results are independent of these axioms, but the author cannot give any examples 
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from mathematical practise such that in some category there are the isomorphisms 
(vii) but the axioms are not satisfied. 
Let us consider now the following data: 
(viii) a functor - [] - :K®K--',K (biproduct); 
(ix) an object O e Ob(K) (zero object); 
(x) natural transformations 
0 = Oxr :X-* Y, 
l= lxy :X•  Y-*X, r=rxy :X[ ]  Y-* Y, 
I= lxy:X-*X[ ]  Y, r=rxv: Y - *XS  Y, 
d=dx:X-*XDX,  d=dx:X[S]X-*X; 
(xi) natural isomorphisms 
P=Pxrz :X®(YV3 Z) -* (X® Y) [] (X®Z),  
q = qxr'z:(Y[] Z )®X-* (Y®X)  [] (Z®X),  
S= Sxrz : IX, YD Z] -* [X, Y] [] [X,Z],  
S = Sxvz : [XN Y, Z] -* [X, Z] [] [ Y, Z], 
t = txrz  : (X[ ]  Y) [] Z -*X[ ]  (Y [ ]  Z).  
These data are subject o axioms of two kinds. There are axioms by which [] is 
biproduct, O is a zero object, Oox: O-*X and Oxo: X-* 0 possess the correspond- 
ing universal properties, l  r (l, r) are left and right canonical projections (injections) 
of the biproduct, d and a are diagonal and co-diagonal natural transformations (see, 
e.g. [3, 9]). There are also the (usual) axioms reflecting the properties of O, [] and 
corresponding natural transformations with respect o tensor product and internal 
hom. 
We shall especially need the following two axioms: 
For any f :  Z-* TeMor(K) and X, Ye Ob(K), 
Oxr(~f= O(x®z)(r® T), f® Oxr= Otz®x)tr® y), (1.1) 
[Oxr, f ]  = OtY, zHx, 7"1, [f, Oxrl = Otr, xltz, rl. (1.2) 
A category with the additional structure defined by (i)-(xi) and by the correspond- 
ing axioms will be called a compact closed category with biproduct. 
The natural transformations (the natural isomorphisms and their inverses) con- 
sidered in (i)-(xi) (excluding n, n - l )  will be called basic natural transformations 
(isomorphisms) of the corresponding closed categories (e.g. O is a basic natural iso- 
morphism in all three types of closed categories we have considered and p is a basic 
natural isomorphism only in a compact closed category with biproduct; this is signi- 
ficant when two different closed structures on the same category are considered). 
Let us introduce some notions to describe the superpositions of ®, [,  ], [] and 
the natural transformations of these functors. 
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Let ai, ..., a,,, ... and ai, ..-, ~,,, ... be two infinite lists of variables. We shall call 
the variables al, ..., a,,, ... covariant (positive) and the variables al, -.., t~,,, ... contra- 
variant (negative). The variables a i and ai will be called adjoint. The symbols 
a, b, c, ~, 6, ~ (indexed or not) will be used to denote covariant and contravariant 
variables respectively. Let u, z be constants. 
Let A be any formal expression (word) containing co- and contravariant 
variables..4 will denote the expression obtained from A by replacement of all the 
variables by their adjoints (d= a). 
The shapes (cf. [5, 8]) will be defined inductively by the following two conditions: 
(i) covariant variables and constants are shapes; 
(ii) if A, B are shapes, then (A ® B), (A [] B), [A, B] are shapes. 
The external brackets will often be omitted. 
An expression of the form A--,B where A, B are shapes will be called a type. 
If A is a shape, and the word A or the word/]  occurs in a shape B (in a type 
C~D) ,  then we shall say that A occurs in B (in C- - ,D) .  
The shapes and the types that do not contain the symbols D, Z will be called 
(®, [,  ])-shapes and (®, [, ])-types respectively. 
Let K be a category. Until the end of this section K may be a symmetric monoidal 
closed category, a compact closed category or a compact closed category with bi- 
product. In the first two cases all the shapes and types below should be considered 
as (®, [, ])-shapes and (®, [,  ])-types. Some other restrictions will be introduced 
when needed. 
Let a be a list of variables, a = ~ti,,..., ain' ajl,..., aim (we shall suppose below that 
ii <""  < in, Jl <""  <Jm)" By K a we shall denote the Cartesian product 
K°P× -.. xK°P ×K× ... ×K. 
~. ) t . ,  ) 
n m 
If (~'l, 1~'n+m) ~Ktr, then we shall say that ~r  is associated with the variable ffi, if 
1 _< r_< n and with the variable aA,_, ~ if n < r_< n + m. 
Let A be an arbitrary shape and tr A = ai,, . . . ,  ai,, aj,, . . . ,  aj,, be the list of all the 
variables occurring in A. Instead of K aA we shall write K A. Now we shall define 
the functor ]A]K : K A--~ K. 
Let (~1 '  " " '  ~n+m)eOb(KA)  or (~L"l,..., ~n+m)eMor(KA). The value of iAIK 
on ('~l,---, g~',,+,,,) is the value of the term, obtained by replacement of all the 
variables in A by associated elements of the (n + m)-tuple (t~'l, ..., ~'n + m) and by 
replacement of U,Z  by I, OeOb(K)  respectively (by ls, lo if the morphisms are 
considered) and by the interpretation of symbols ®,  7q, [ ,  ] in A as functors ®,  
[], [ ,  ]o fK .  
It is easily checked that we have really defined a functor. 
Note 1.1. The notion of shape, introduced here, differs from the one in [5, 10]. The 
difference is mainly in the fact that several occurrences of a variable are allowed. 
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It is difficult (and unnatural) to avoid this, when the biproduct is considered (cf. 
[8]). It implies that the functors IA Ix are in general the superpositions not only of 
functors ®, [ ,  ], D, 1 :K--',K, 1 °p :K°P~K °p, and constant functors with values 
O and /, but also of diagonal functors A :K~KxK and A°P:K°P--,K°P×Kop 
(even when only (®, [,  ])-shapes are treated). For example, [a®alr is the corn. 
posite 
A 
K ,KxK@-~K. 
If there is no more than one occurrence of every variable in A, then diagonal func- 
tors are not necessary in the representation f IA [r. In this case our definition does 
not differ from that in [5, 10] essentially. Every superposition of functors listed in 
this note (excluding diagonal functors) may be represented as [A [K for some shape 
A containing no more than one occurrence of every variable. 
We shall call dinatural transformation (DNT) a pair consisting of a function (an 
analogue of the ordinary natural transformation) and of a type which together 
satisfy certain conditions. We shall usually write ~0:A ~ B. Sometimes we shall say 
that ~0 is a DNT of type A ~ B. 
Let A-~B be a type. Let a=ai t ,  . . .  ,a i ,  be the list of all covariant variables uch 
that a or a occurs in A --*B, and let r be the list O, a. Let us denote by [A[~. and [B[~. 
the compositions of the functors [A[K and [B[r with the canonical projections 
K~K A and Kr~K s respectively. Let tp be a function from Ob(K a) to Mor(K), 
such that if X~ Ob(K°), then tp(X):IA]+(X,X) ~ tBI+(X,X). We shall say that the 
j th  argument of tp is associated with (both) variables aij and air. The pair ¢ :A - ,B  
is a DNT if and only if for all morphisms f :X~ YEMor(K ¢) the following 
diagram commutes: 
IA[+(x,x) 
(o(x) 
, [Bl+(x,x) 
A+(f, 1)~ x~l+(1, f)
IAI+(Y,X) Isl+(x, Y) 
]A[+(I, f)~ ~B]+(f, I ) 
~o(Y) 
IAi+(Y, Y) , [Bl+(Y, Y) 
(1.3) 
(cf. [9, p. 214]). 
The morphisms q~(X), X~ Ob(K ~) will be called the components of the DNT 
~o:A~B. 
Let us consider some properties of DNT's. 
If ~p :u ~ u is a DNT, then q~ e Horn(I, I). 
If ~p :A ~ B is a DNT and every variable occurring in A occurs also in B and there 
are no variables occurring in A ~B together with their adjoints, then ~ in an or- 
dinary natural transformation of the functor IA Ix to the functor tBIx. 
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Let now the following alternative be true. If a (a) is a variable occurring in A ~ B, 
then it occurs in A and in B and its adjoint does not occur in A --, B; or it occurs 
in A ~B together with its adjoint and all the occurrences of a and a are lying at one 
side of the arrow. In this case tp is a generalised natural transformation i  the Kelly- 
Eilenberg sense [2]. In particular, this class of DNT's contains 
e:[a,b]®a--*b and g:a--,[b,a®b]. 
For example, if a and a occur in A but do not occur in B, then the commutativity 
of (1.3) implies the commutativity of 
A(...Y...X...) IAt("'f'"I'")~A(...X...X...) 
]AI(... 1 ...f...) 
A(...Y...Y...) 
~o(... Y...) 
o(...x...) (1.4) 
,B( . . . )  
for every f :  X~ Ye Mor(K) (cf. [2]). In (1.4) only the arguments associated with 
a, a are shown explicitly, and other arguments are supposed to be fixed (morphisms 
are to be unit morphisms). 
Now we shall introduce some operations on DNT's. 
Application offunctors. Let ~, :A--,B, ~o:C--*D be DNT's. If we define ~u®tp, 
~u [] ~0, [~u, tp] so that their components are obtained by application of functors ®,  
D, [,  ] to the corresponding components of ~, and (p (with the additional condition 
that the arguments of tu and (p associated with the same variables must be equal), 
then q/®(o:A®C-,B®D, ~D(o:A[]C-~BTqD, [~,,(o]:[B,C]--,[A,D] are 
DNT's. E.g. if we take 0 : a ® u ~ a and 1 : a ~ a, then 0 ® 1 : (a ® u) ® a--* a ® a has 
as components the morphisms Ox® l x :  (X®I)®X--,X®X. (Above [] is con- 
sidered only if K is a category with biproduct.) 
Application ofn and n- l .  If (o'A®B-*C is a DNT and rt(~0) is the function 
obtained by composition of zt (from the structure of K) with ~0, i.e. the compo- 
nents of rr(~0) are the results of application of zt to the components of ~0, then 
~(~o):A--,IB, C] is a DNT. If  ~u'A-,[B,C] is a DNT, then n-I(q)):A®B--*C is 
defined analogously. 
Composition. The composite of two DNT's need not be dinatural (see [9, p. 217]). 
For us it will be sufficient o define composition only for some special cases (where 
composition is 'well-definable'). 
Let (Pl :A--*B and ~o2:B--*C be DNT's. 
(a) If ¢1 or (P2 is an ordinary natural transformation and tp2" tpl is defined com- 
ponent by component (using composition in K), then ¢2" (Pl :A--* C is a DNT; it 
will be called the composite of (Pl :A---,B and tp2 : B--, C. 
(b) I fA  and C do not contain common variables and B does not contain variables 
at all (contains only constants), then ~:A  =-, C where 
~(X, Y) = (o2(Y). z(X):IAI(X)  ICl(Y) 
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is a DNT. It also will be called the composite of ~o~:A~B and ~o2:B--~C and 
denoted by ~02. ~01 :A ~ C. 
(c) The third case is of main interest o us. We shall consider the situation when 
(o I or (02 is an 'instance' of one of basic natural transformations (in the category of 
functors and natural transformations on K). Here we shall need some auxiliary no- 
tions (we shall follow [12, 13] in their definitions). Before we return to the definition 
of a composition ot only basic natural transformations but also e and fi are treated. 
Let A, B, C be arbitrary shapes. The following expressions (considered just for- 
mally) will be called formal instances of the corresponding natural transformations: 
QA:A®u-"~A, )tA:U®A"*A , IA:A~[u,A], 
aABc:(A®B)®C-~A®(B®C),  yAB:A®B~B®A,  
~ABC : [ "ez] ®/~, C] ~ [A, [B, Cll ,  
eAS:[2,B]@A~B, ~As:A~[B,A®B],  
tlA:[[A,u],u]--+A, (AB:[2,BI~B®I2, u], 
[A ®B, U]'-" [A, U] ® [&U], 
OAB : A ~ B, 
IAB : A -~ A E] B, 
dA :A--*A DA , 
IAB:A DB-*A, 
rAs:B-~A DB, 
dA :A DA- ,A ,  
rAB:A •B~B,  
then 
O® 1 c :A ® C-~B® C, 
[0, lc] : [/1, CI ~ [2, CI, 
Off] lc :A [] C~ BU] C, 
l c®O:C®A~C®B,  
[lc, O]:[C,A]--,[O,B], 
l c•  O : C[]A ~CV] B 
are formal expanded instances of the same natural transformations. 
PAsc : A ® (B [] C) ~ (A ® B) [] (A Q C), 
qABC: (B [] C) ®A ~ (BQA) [] (C®A), 
sASC:[2,B[]CI~[2,BIV][2, C], $Asc:[2DB, CI~[2, CID[B,C], 
tasc : (A • B) [] C--" A [] (B • C). 
We shall also consider the formal instances of inverse isomorphisms for all iso- 
morphisms considered here (for example ~)~ l : A ~A ® u, etc.). 
The formal expanded instances will be defined inductively by the following two 
conditions: 
(i) A formal instance is a formal expanded instance. 
(ii) If O:A ~B is a formal expanded instance of some natural transformation, 
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Note 1.2. Let x:A---,B be a formal instance of a natural transformation. For every 
formal expanded instance of that natural transformation there is a unique way to 
build it following the inductive definition above. The type of this formal expanded 
instance will be of the form C(A) ~ C(B) or C(/~) ~ C(A). If 2~ :A ~B and 0 : C--,D 
are a formal and a formal expanded instance of an isomorphism (0 is built from X), 
then, replacing 2; by 2;-1 at every step of the inductive process, we shall obtain a 
formal expanded instance of the inverse isomorphism. Its type will be D--* C; we 
shall denote it by 0 -1 :D--,C. It will be called the inversion of 0: C~D.  
Example 1.3. (a) [,;tAu, l c ] : [A ,C]~[ .~®u,C ], 
(b) lcl " [A ®u, Cl--,[A, C], 
(c) (,~,® l c :  (B® [A, ul)®C--*[A,B]@C 
are formal expanded instances of the corresponding natural transformations. The 
first is the inversion of the second and vice versa. 
Let us associate a DNT of the category K with every formal and formal expanded 
instance. It is supposed that the expressions under consideration contain only such 
symbols for constants, functors and ordinary natural transformations that corre- 
spond to the elements of the additional structure of K. For example if K is a compact 
closed category (but is not a compact closed category with biproduct), then we shall 
not consider the expressions containing the symbols D, Z and the symbols of 
natural transformations from (viii)-(xi) above. 
Let O:A ~ B be a formal (expanded) instance of a natural transformation. We 
shall denote the DNT associated with it by [O[I¢:[A[-~ [B[ and call it the (expanded) 
K-instance of that natural transformation. 
These DNT's are defined in the following way. Let for example 0 be CtAS c. Then 
[a~Bc[/( is defined by the condition 
[aASC [K(X, Y, Z) = aIAI(X)IBI(Y)ICI(Z). 
Here at the right side a denotes the natural transformation from the additional 
structure of K; X, Y, Z are the elements of Cartesian products K A, K B, K C, the com- 
ponents of 'vectors' X, Y, Z, associated with the same variables in the shapes A, B, C 
(if there are variables in common) should be equal. 
Obviously this construction may be applied to every formal instance. The expand- 
ed K-instances may be obtained from K-instances of corresponding natural transfor- 
mations and K-instances of units 1A:A -~A by applications of functors ®,  [,  ] 
and [] (the latter if K is a category with biproduct). 
Now we may return to the definition of composition. 
Note that if 0: A -, B is an expanded K-instance of a basic natural transformation 
(not e or ~), then [0[ is an ordinary natural transformation or may be obtained from 
some ordinary natural transformation by identification of some of its arguments. 
Taking this into account, it is easy to check that if ~ :B~ C is a DNT, 01 :A - ,B  
and 02 : C.--,D are expanded K-instances of basic natural transformations, then the 
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composites cp. 1011 :A ~ C and 1021. q~ :B~D (defined component by component) 
will be DNT's. 
Note 1.4. If O:A--,B is a formal expanded instance of an isomorphism and 
O-I:B---~A is its inversion, then 1el 1O-~I=I1AI, 1O-~l 1Ol=llBI (here the com- 
posites are defined). 
Product and co-product. (See [3, 9].) When K is a compact closed category with bi- 
product, the product and the co-product of morphisms of K may be defined. Name- 
ly, if f :X--+Y, g:X--,Z, f ' :  Y~X,  g ' :Z~XeMor(K) ,  then ( fTqg) .dx :X~ 
YN Z and dx( f 'N  g'): YN Z~X are the product and the co-product of f ,g and 
f',  g' respectively;/, r and l, r will be the corresponding canonical projections (injec- 
tions). 
These operations may be transferred to DNT's. If ~p :A --,B, ¢, :A --, C, q~': B--,A, 
¢/': C~A are DNT's, then we may define their product and co-product as 
(tZ E] ~u)Id4I :A---, B ~ C and laAI(~,~ ~u) : B D C- "A  respectively, lt~cl, trBcl and 
IrBct, IrBcl will have the usual properties of canonical projections and canonical in- 
jections, i.e. 
IlBcl" (~  w~)-Idml =a,, 
la~ I(~' [ ]  w)lZ~cI = ~, 
IrBcl" (~oa ~')" IdAI = W, 
la,~ I(~ []  ~')leBcl = W. 
(1.5) 
These properties follow from the corresponding properties of l, r, l, r in K. As usual- 
ly, we may define also the iterated products and co-products, 
n t/ 
H ~Pi:A--*AII-I'"HAn, H ~i:Al[S] '"[3An ~A 
i=1  i= I  
(here tpi:A---~Z i, ¢/i:Ai--*AeMor(K)). If necessary, the brackets may be 
understood to be grouped from the left. 
Substitution of  the constant 1. (Substitution of O will not be needed.) Let 
fp :A~B be a DNT. Let A'~B"  be the type obtained by replacement of ai,~i in 
A ~ B by the symbol u, and let q~' be the function obtained from q~ when the argu- 
ment of q~ associated with ai, ~i is fixed and equal to Ie  Ob(K). 
It is easy to see that ~o':A'--,B' is a DNT. We shall denote it by Sub/(fp :A--,B) 
and say that it is obtained from ¢~ :A ~ B by substitution of I for the ith variable. 
(Variable ai. ) 
"Total" substitution of  L Let q~ "A ~B be a DNT. We shall denote the DNT 
Subi,(Subi2(... (Subi,(tp :A ~B)). . .B))  (where ii, ..., in are all such i's that ai or ai 
occurs in A ~ B) by ~ : A ~/ i .  
Obviously, .,ff ~/~ is the result of the replacement of all the variables in A --, B by 
the symbol u, 1,41 and IBI are then the objects of K and ~ is the morphism from Vii 
to I/i[ in K (the component of the DNT in which all the arguments are equal to I). 
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It is easy to check the following properties of the 'total' substitution: 
= 
H (0/= H II I I -  (~i = (ffi" 
(1.6) 
If lg" A ~B and (0" B--) C and DNT's and there exists the composite (0. ~u :A --+ C, 
then 
(a-""~ = t~- ~. (1.7) 
Let 0: A ~ B be a formal expanded instance of a basic natural transformation, e 
or 6. We shall denote by/7:.4--,/~ the result of replacement of all the variables in 
the expression O:A ~B by the symbol u. 'Total' ~ubstitution commutes in the 
following sense with the interpretation i K of formal and formal expanded in- 
stances described above. 
: A--,B-- : A--,B. (1.8) 
We shall need the following consequence of the KeIIy-MacLane coherence 
theorem [5]. 
Let M be the smallest class of morphisms of the category K, containing all the 
morphisms of the form IX[ (where X is a formal instance of a basic natural trans- 
formation of symmetric monoidal dosed categories, of e, 6 or I) and closed to the 
applications of the functors ®, [, ] of K, applications of rt, rt- ] and of composi- 
tion. It is easy to see that if f :X-- ,  YeM,  then X and Y may be obtained from I 
by applications of ®, [, ] (they are isomorphic to I) and f may be obtained from 
/-components of basic natural transformations, e, $ and I by the applications of ®, 
[, ] and composition. 
Proposition 1.5. I f  f ,  g " X -~ Y e M, then f = g. 
When the composition of DNT's is defined (as above) we shall use the diagram 
of DNT's, e.g. 
A J°_ J s c. 
In the iterated tensor products and biproducts the brackets will be understood to 
be grouped from the left. 
2. Symmetric monoidal closed categories 
Further we shall suppose that the distinguished object I~ Ob(K) is a generator, 
i.e. that for every two morphisms f,g .X~ YeMor(K) such that f~:g there exists 
a morphism h" I~  X such that f .  h #: g. h. 
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In this section K will be a symmetric monoidal closed category (but may be fur- 
nished with a richer structure). 
Lemma 2.1 (The main lemma). Let ~a: [~,u]®a--,B be a DNT (on K). I f  the 
variables a, a do not occur in B, then (a is the composite 
[~, u] ®a t~°ul, u ,B, 
where ~o : u--* B is some DNT. 
To prove this lemma we shall require three additional emmas. 
Lemma 2.2. Let f, g : X® Y~ Z be certain morphisms of  K, f =k g. Then there exists 
a morphism h : I~X such that f .  (h ® 1 r) :#g" (h ® 1 r). 
Proof. Let us consider it( f) ,  r~(g) :X~ [Y, Z]. As zt is an isomorphism, z t ( f ) ,  rt(g). 
I is a generator in K, hence there is an h : I - - ,X such that r t ( f ) ,  hg:n(g), h. The 
naturality of rr implies that ~z(f)- h = zt(f. (h ® 1 r')) and x(g). h = rr(g- (h ® 1 ~,)). 
Applying zt- 1 we obtain f -  (h ® 1 y) ~ g- (h ® 1 y). [] 
In Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 the condition that I is a generator is not used. 
Lemlna 2.3. For every h : I--* [X, I] e Mor(K), there is an f :  X~Ie  Mor(K) such 
that h = n(A1(11Qf)). 
Proof. We may take f= zt- 1 (h)Ax 1. [] 
Lemma 2.4. For every f :  X~ I~ Mor(K): 
(a) n(~-t" ( l l®f ) )® lx=( [  f, 11] ® lx). (X(,~.l) ® 1X); 
(b) ~o[/,I1 •lt(2i)- exI((X(X I • ( l i®f ) ) )® lx )= ([1 t, 121 ®f ) .  (rt(Zt)® Ix). 
Proof. Due to the naturality of 7t, n(Az- (1 ®f ) )  = [f, 1]- 7r(Al). Hence 
(zt(A I- (1 ®f ) ) )  @ lx= ([f, 1]- 7[(/~I)) ® lx=([ f 1] ® lx) .  (~z(Az) @ lx). 
Then (a) is proved. 
Using (a) we may write the left side of (b) as p~lrt(At)-exz" ([f, 1]® Ix). 
(re(At) ® Ix). Due to the naturality ore, ext" (If, lz] ® Ix) is equal to ezz([ll, lz] ®f).  
1" [LI] ®I~ [LI] ®1 is equal to Q~ln(;tl)elz •ILl] ®I-*  ILl] ®1 because of Pro- 
position 1.5. Hence the left side of (b) is equal to ([lz, lz] ®f ) .  (n(Az)® Ix), i.e. to 
the right side. [] 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let a=ay. Let 
~: [I,I]®I--,B=Suby(~a: [~, I ]®a~B) .  
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To prove the lemma it is sufficient o prove the commutativity of the following 
diagram: 
~o 
[~,u] ®a ~B 
u I -1 lo.,.ll t~(~.)1 
u , [u ,u ]®u 
(2.1) 
If it commutes we may take the composite ~ ]zt(2z)] - l  • ILotz,/]l as  ~o0. 
To  prove the commutativity of (2.1) it is sufficient o prove that all the corre- 
sponding diagrams of components of DNT's are commutative. 
Let the arguments of q~ take arbitrary values. In the rest of this proof we shall 
consider them as fixed except he ones which are associated with a, ~. As a, a do not 
occur in B, the value of the functor [B I may also be considered as fixed; let us denote 
it by Y. Now every value X of the argument of ¢ associated with the variables a, 
defines a component of ~o; we shall denote it by ~0(X). Taking into account the 
definition of 0, it suffices to prove that the next diagram commutes: 
q,(x) 
[X , I ]®X ~ Y 
I ~o[~,,]n(21; [/, I1 ® I 
(2.2) 
We shall deduce the commutativity of (2.2) from the naturality of ~p using the con- 
dition that I is a generator in K. 
By Lemma 2.2 the commutativity of (2.2) follows from the commutativity (for 
all h : I~  [X, I]) of the diagram 
h ® I x ~o(x) 
I®X , [X , I ]®X , Y 
~Xl Oil, ~] ~(~'/) 
[X, I I®X . I , [ I , I ]®I  
(2.3) 
By Lemma 2.3 the commutativity of (2.3) for all h is equivalent to the commutativi- 
ty (for all f :X -~ I )  of the diagram 
n(,tt(] ®f)) ® Ix ~,(x) 
l®X , [X , I ]®X , Y 
nO.l(1 ®f))® 1XI lip(I) 
[X, I I®X , I , [ I , I ]®I  
(2.4) 
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By Lemma 2.4(b), (2.4) commutes iff the next diagram commutes: 
IQ  X nO'l)® ix [I,I] @X If' 11® Ix 
-~ ,[X, I I®X 
Q'I l ~p(I) 
[I,I] ®I - ,  , Y 
(2.5) 
The square in (2.5) commutes because ~0 is a DNT (see 1.4)). Hence (2.5) commutes. 
[] 
Note 2.5. One may also prove a generalisation of Lemma 2.1 where types of the 
forms A (a) ® [C', a] --, B and A (a) ® [tT, C] --, B are considered (here a, ~ do not occur 
in A, B, C). 
Let al, . . . ,  an be arbitrary different variables. Let us denote by En the tensor pro- 
duct [%,u [®""  ® I%,u I, and define the morphism .~In by the conditions 
Ao= 1~, Ak=Ak-~(IA~t ® I1~1 ®"" ® I1~1), l_k~<n. 
k J 
~V 
k-1  
Theorem 2.6. Let al, ..., an be arbitrary (different) variables and 
~o" ([a, u] ® a~) ® -.. ® ([a,,, u] ® a,,)--, u 
a DNT. In this case ~o is the composite of  the form 
En An- l f 
([gtl,u]®al)®...®([an, U]®an) - - ' - 'u®. . .®u 'u  'u  
where f e Hom(/, I). Every composite of  this form is a DNT. 
Proof. The second statement follows immediately from the consideration of com- 
position and tensor product of DNT's in Section 1 (note that f :  I~ I  is a DNT of 
type u ~ u). 
The first statement may be proved by induction on n. The base of induction is 
given by Lemma 2.1. To prove the inductive step we may apply n to ~0 (n -  1) times, 
then use Lemma 2.1 and apply rt- 1 to the obtained composite DNT (again (n - 1) 
times). After that, it is easy to apply the inductive hypothesis to the 'non-canonical' 
part of the resulting DNT. (The naturality of ~z, n-1, 2, e is also used.) [] 
Note 2.7. As every feHom(1, I )  is equal to QI(1 ®f)P71,  we may present his 
description in the form given in the introduction; A n_ iEn will replace ¢,(A, B). 
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Theorem 2.8. Let al, . . . ,  an be different variables and 
(ffl, (02" ([al, U] ® al) ® --- ® (Jan, U] ® an) -~ U 
be DNT's. In this case q~l = (02 is true i f f  ~l = ~2 is true. 
Proof. The equality ~01 = ~02 obviously implies ~i = ~2. Let now ~ = ~2. We have ~i = 
f , (An- lEn)-  ( i= 1,2). As there is an isomorphism, e.g. (1i- t. I,ll ®- - -® Ii-11 • I,ll) 
from ([/,I] @I )@ .--@ ([/,I] @I)  to I@- . -®L it follows that En is an isomor- 
phism (because it is equal to an isomorphism: see Proposition 1.5). Hence An-~En 
is an isomorphism and the equality ~1 = ~2 implies f l  =f2- The last equality implies 
¢1 = ~02. [] 
3. Compact closed categories 
In this section we suppose that K is a compact closed category. 
A (®, [,  ])-type will be called balanced if for every variable a such that a or 
occur in A ~B,  one of the following alternatives holds: 
(i) each of the shapes A, B contains a single occurrence of a (of a) and does not 
contain occurrences of a (of a); 
(ii) the shape A (the shape B) contains a single occurrence of a and a single occur- 
rence of a and the shape B (the shape A) does not contain the occurrence of a, ~. 
For example the types [a, b] ® a ~ b, a---, [6, a ® b] are balanced and  the type 
a®a~a®a is not. The types considered in Theorem 2.6 are balanced. 
Note 3.1. The DNT's of balanced types are in fact the generalised natural transfor- 
mations in the Kelly-Eilenberg sense of the functors ®,  [,  ], 1 and the constant 
functor .~ I  and their superpositions (without diagonal functors: cf. Note 1.1). 
This class of DNT's is also the smallest class containing all ordinary natural trans- 
formations and closed under applications of zt, rt- ~ and composition with ordinary 
natural transformations of the same class. 
Using rt, rt-1 and expanded K-instances of basic isomorphisms we may reduce 
the problem of the description of DNT's for balanced types to the case considered 
in Theorem 2.6. 
Let us define the following calculus RD. The axioms of RD are all (®, [ ,  ])- 
types. 
Rules: 
C@D~E (zt) C~[D'E]  (rt 1) 
C~[D,E]  C®D~E 
O 'C~D;  D-- ,E E---'C; O" C- ' ,D 
(CL) (CR) 
C~E E"*D 
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In the rules CL and CR, 0: C~D is an arbitrary expanded formal instance of a basic 
isomorphism of compact closed categories. It will be considered as the parameter 
of the corresponding rule. D--,'E in (CL) and E~C (in CR) are the (unique) 
premises of these rules. 
Example 3.2. The following figure is a derivation in RD: 
a--', a; rlf l" a --, [[a, u], u] 
(CR) 
a--,'[[a,u],u] 
(~-1)  
ra [a, u]- [a, u] ® a--, a ® [a, u]; a ® [a, u] --, u 
(CL) 
[a, u] ® a---, u 
Note that every derivation in RD contains only one axiom (i.e., only one premise). 
Let us write Z: (A --',B) ~ (C--,'D) if Z is a derivation of the type C~D from the 
axiom A --)B. 
We may define the structure of a category on RD. The (@, [,  ])-types will be ob- 
jects of this category and the derivations Z" (A- , 'B)~ (C--',D) will be the mor- 
phisms from A ~B to C--,D. 
The composition is defined as follows. The composite of Z:  (A~B)~ (C-,'D) 
and 3" (C--,'D) ~ (E---,,F) is the result of the replacement of the axiom C--,'D in 
by the whole derivation Z (it is clear that a derivation of E--,'F from A ---,B will be 
obtained). It will be denoted by ~o Z:  (A ~ B) ~ (E~ F). Obviously this law of com- 
position is associative. The axioms play the role of units. Hence RD is a category. 
Note that every derivation Z which is not an axiom may be uniquely represented 
in the form Z1 o ... oZn, where Zi (1 < i< n) are derivations containing only one ap- 
plication of a rule (n is the number of these applications in Z). 
Let Z be a derivation. We shall now define the derivation Z-1 (the inverse 
derivation of Z) in the following way. 
If 27 is an axiom, then 27-1 is 27. If Z contains only one application of a rule, then 
Z-  1 is obtained by the transposition of its premise and its conclusion and (if an ap- 
plication of CL or CR is considered) by the replacement of its parameter 0" C--',D 
by 0 -1 "D~C.  If 27=271o...o27n, then 27-1=27[~1o...o,Si -l. 
Example 3.3. (The inverse derivation of the derivation considered in Example 3.2.) 
-1  
Yt,~,,,l,, " a@ [~, u] --; [a, u] ® a; [a, u] ® a--', u 
a ® [a, u] -,, u 
(~) 
a--, [[a, u], u]; qa" [[a, u], u] - ,a  
a---~ a 
(CL) 
(CR) 
Obviously if Z:  (A ~B)  ~ (C~D) ,  then Z -l" (C--',D) ~ (A --,'B). 
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Let us next associate with every derivation 27: (AoB)~ (COD)  a function 127t 
from the class of DNT's of type A oB  to the class of DNT's of type CoD.  
If 27 is the axiom A ~ B, then 1271 is the identity function. If 27 consists of an appli- 
cation of the rule rt (rr - 1), then 127] is the application of ~r (n- l) of the category K
to the DNT's of the corresponding type. If 2: consists of an application of CL or 
CR with 0 as the parameter, then [Zl(q0 is tp- 101 or 101- respectively (where 101 is 
defined as in Section 1). If 27=271o...o27n, then 1271=12711 • 12721 . . . . .  127.1. (Here ' - '  
denotes the composition of functions.) The result of application of [27t o q~ :A oB  
will be denoted by 1271(~o:A-~n) or I-rl(¢): CoD.  
Lemma 3.4. For every derivation in RD, 1271 & a bijection. The composite function 
127-11 t27] is the identity function. 
The number of applications of the rules in a derivation will be called the length 
of this derivation. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. By induction on the length of 27. [] 
Lemma 3.5. I f  there exists a derivation Z" (A~B)~ (C~D) ,  then every DNT 
¢. CoD has the form 1271( , . Z n )  for  some DAfT qJ : A ~ B. 
Proof. We may take as ~.AoB,  [Z-II(~o. CoD) .  [] 
Let us denote by V/(A ~B)  the number of occurrences of a i and t7 i in A oB ,  
Lemma 3.6. I f  there is a derivation Z:  (A~B)F - (COD)  in RD, then 
(a) V/(A ~B)= Vi(C o D) for  all i; 
(b) i f  A--+B is a balanced type, then C°D is a balanced type. 
Proof. By induction on the length of Z. To prove the base and the step of induction 
we consider the cases in dependence of the form of rule. 
Lemma 3.7. Let Z" (A oB)  I- (COD)  be a derivation in RD, and let tp :A --,B be 
a composite o f  the form 
~00 I~'B 11 Ill ®f 10Bt 
A ~B B®u ,B®u ,B 
where ¢o : A o B is some DNT and f e Hom(I, I). 
posite 
IXl(~Oo) I~ooil I1ol ®f 
C ~D D®u D@u 
Then [Zl(tp)" CoD is the com- 
~D. 
Proof. By induction on the length of 27 using naturality of Q, Q- 1, it, rr - 1 
It will be necessary to use the following proposition (see [4, Section 7]). 
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Proposition 3.8. I f  D is a (®, [, ])-shape such that, in all its subshapes of 
the form [El,E2], E2 is u, then there exists a sequence 01 :C I®'"®Cm~DI ,  
02 : D1 --'DE,..., On : Dn- l ~ D where 01, ..., On are expanded formal instance of the 
isomorphisms, the shapes Cj are of  the form a, [~, u], or u and a is a variable. (In 
[4] r/, w, i, a, y, Q, A are denoted by w, u, o, a, c, r, 1 respectively.) [] 
Let us call the type FiQ.. .QFl--- ,u reduced if F k (l_<k_</) is of the form 
[aik, u] ®aik and i I <- . -<i t .  Let us say that the reduced type FI ®--. ®Ft~u corre- 
sponds to the balanced type A ~B if, for every i, V/(A--,B) = Vi(Fl ® .." ®Fl~u).  
Note that in this way every balanced type uniquely determines a reduced type. 
Lemma 3.9. For every non-constant (i.e. containing variables) balanced type A --* B 
there exists a derivation in RD 
.r : (A B) (Fl ® ... @ u) 
where Fl @ "" @ Ft ~ u is the reduced type corresponding to A--* B. 
Proof. 2' may be obtained in the following form: 
A -o B; riB 1 : B-o [[B, u], u] 
(CR) 
A ~ [[B, u], u] (n - l) 
A®tB,  ul--,u 
(Ol) 
A'Q[B,  ul-ou 
(0.2) 
Cl®...®Cm--~u 
(03) 
Fl ® ... ® u 
Here 0.1 is a sequence of applications of CL with the expanded formal instances 
of (, ( - l  as the parameters; these rules are applied so as to replace all the occur- 
rences of subshapes of the form [E l, EEl where E2 :# u by E2 ® [El, u] while it is 
possible. Clearly that process ends because new occurrences of subshapes [El, EEl 
with E2 :# u do not arise. 
0.2 is the sequence of applications of CL with 0n, ..., 01 from Proposition 3.8 as 
the parameters. 
0 3 is a sequence of applications of CL with the expanded formal instances 
of a,a-l,Q,Q - l, y as parameters; by these applications the occurrences of u as 
factor of 'tensor product' vanish (this is possible because there are variables in 
CI ®'"  ® Cm) and other factors are rearranged in the order needed to satisfy the 
lemma. [] 
Now we shall suppose that a derivation of the form described in the lemma is 
fixed for every balanced type A ~B.  We shall denote it by Z'AB. By (o(A,B) we shall 
denote the DNT [Z'A~I(A t_ lEt) where A and E are the same as in Theorem 2.6, and 
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by PB(f )  the composite 
B I°~[,B® Ill®fB Ioal u @u ,B. 
Theorem 3.10. Let A ~ B be a balanced type. Then for  every DArT ~o :A ~ B there 
exists f e Horn(/, I) such that ~o :A---, B is the composite 
A ch(A,B) B Pn(f~ B. 
Proof. Let FI®--" ®Fn~u be the reduced type which corresponds to A--,B. 
It satisfies Theorem 2.6, hence the DNT 127ABI( )'F ®'"®Fn-'U is equal to 
f(Zn- En)=l .l(llnl®f)l ;ll(z.-1 • En) for some fenom( I , I ) .  By Lemmas 3.4 
and 3.7 
 =I27  I(127ABI(¢o))=I 81(I1BI®f)Io 'I" 127A 'I(An-,En). [] 
Let 27 be a derivation in RD. We shall denote by 2~ the result of the replacement 
of all the variables in 27 by the constant u. If such a replacement is done, the axioms 
and the rules of RD remain the axioms and the rules, hence 2~ is also a derivation 
in RD. 
Lemma 3.11. Let 27" (A ~ B) ~- (C---, D) be a derivation in RD and ~o :A ~ B a DNT. 
Then 127 15 = I- 1(0) • c- -"  15. 
Proof. By induction on the length of 27 using the properties of the operation - con- 
sidered in Section 1. [] 
Theorem 3.12. Let tpl,~P2:Al~A2 be a DNT, where A I -~A 2 is a balanced type. 
Then qh = (P2 i f f  ~1 : ~2. 
Proof. The equality (01 = ~2 implies ~l =~2- Conversely, suppose that q~"] = q3~. By 
Theorem 3.10, qh=]27j~l(fl(An_iEn)), ~p2= [27jsll(fE(An_lEn)). By Lemma 3.11, 
12~ll tfl (An-1En)] - = Iff'Alltf2(An-IEn)] - • 
By Lemma 3.4, [fl(An-1En)] -=  [fz(An-IEn)]-; as in Theorem 2.8 we obtain from 
this f l  =f2 and as consequence ¢Pl = q~2. [] 
4. Compact closed categories with biproduct 
In this section K is a compact closed category with a biproduct. 
Let us call a (®, [,  ])-type singular if there is a variable occurring in A ~B such 
that all its occurrences are lying on one side of the arrow and all the occurrences 
of the adjoint variable are lying (if they exist) on the other side. 
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Example 4.1. The type a® [/~, u] _l. [t?, u] ® [/~, u] is singular (due to the variable a). 
Lemma 4.2. I f  the type A ~ B is singular, then every DNT q~ :A --. B in K is equal 
to OAB:A~B.  
Proof. Let us consider the case when all the occurrences of ct are lying in A and all 
the occurrences of a are lying in B. (In other cases the proof proceeds in the familiar 
way.) Below only the arguments of functors and DNT's associated with a, a will be 
shown explicitly. The left argument will be associated with ~, the right with a and 
the rest of the arguments will be supposed to be fixed. The expressions ]AI ÷, IBI ÷ 
will have the same sense as in the definition of DNT in Section 1. Thus we have 
IAI+(Y,X)=IAI(X), IBI+(X, Y)=IBI(Y). (4.1) 
The commutativity of diagram (1.3) implies (for all Xe  Ob(K)) 
[B[+(lx, Oxx)" q~(X). {Al+(Oxx, l x )= {Bl+(Oxx, lx)cp(X)lAl+(lx, Oxx). (4.2) 
Taking into account (4.1) and axioms (1.1), (1.2), we obtain 
1. tp(X) • 1 = O. tp(X) • 0 (4.3) 
i.e. ~(X)= O. This is true for all Xe  Ob(K), hence ~ = OAB. [] 
Lemma 4.3. l f  ~ :A1 [] "" DAn~ BI [] "'" •Bm is a DNT, then for  all i , j  (1 <_i<_n, 
1 <_j<m) there exists a unique DNT q%j "A i~B j such that ~= 1-IT1 (l l inl  ~ij). 
Proof. See, for example, [3, Proposition 2.141. [] 
Lemma 4.4. Let A1D ... DAn~BI [ ]  ... DB  m be a type. 1f for  all i , j  ( l< i<n,  
l<_j<m) A i+Bj  is balanced or a singular type, then for  every DNT 
(a :A1 [] ... •An+ Bl [] ... DBm 
j= l  
where ~ij=Psj(f~j)~(Ai, Bj). Here f i jeHom(1, I) ;  i f  A i - ,B j  is a balanced type, 
then fij and ~(Ai, Bj) are the same as in Theorem 3.10; i f  it is singular, then 
q~(Ai, Bj)= OA,Bi and fi j= O : I~  I. 
Proof. It is sufficient o use Lemmas 4.3 and 4.2 and Theorem 3.10. [] 
Now we shall describe a calculus RD' and a class of types such that the problem 
of description of DNT's having these types may be reduced to the case considered 
in Lemma 4.4. (This class may be enlarged but its description becomes much more 
complicated.) 
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The axioms of RD' are all types. The rules are 
A ~B;  O:B~C O:B~C;  C~D 
(CR) and (CL) 
A~C B~D 
Here O:B- ,C  is an expanded instance of one of the isomorphisms p,q,s,g, t,p-1, 
q-  l ,s-  l ,g- 1, t -  1. As in the case of RD, A --,B is considered as the (unique) premise 
of CR and C-~D as the (unique) premise of CL. O:B~ C in CL and CR is con- 
sidered as the parameter. 
The definitions of composition, of inversion, etc., reproduce literally the 
corresponding definitions in the case of RD. As in RD, for every derivation 
Z: (A~B)  ~ (C~D)  in RD' we define a function 1271 from the class of the DNT's 
of the type A ---,B to the class of DNT's  of the type C~D.  In the following lemmas 
we consider the derivations in RD'. In other aspects their formulations coincide with 
the formulations of the corresponding lemmas in Section 3. 
Lemma 4.5. (See Lemma 3.4.) 
Lemma 4.6. (See Lemma 3.5.) 
Lemma 4.7. (See Lemma 3.11.) 
Let A be a shape. If  o is an occurrence of •, ® or [ ,  ] in A we shall call its 
scope the occurrence of the smallest subshape containing o in A. For example if 
A = a [] (b [] c), then the scope of the left occurrence of [] is the whole shape A and 
the scope of the right occurrence of [] is the occurrence of b [] c. 
Let o be an occurrence of [] in A. We shall denote by kl (o) the number of occur- 
rences of ® and [ ,  ] in A such that o is in their scopes. By k2(o) we shall denote 
the number of occurrences of [] in A lying to the left of [] and such that o is in 
their scopes. We shall put kl(A)= ~ kl(o), R2(A)= ~, ](:2(0) (for all occurrences o
of [] in A). Note that k1(A®B)=O or kl[A,B]=O implies kl(A)=kl(B)=O, 
kE(A [] B) -- O implies that kE(A) = O and B does not contain the occurrences of [] 
at all. 
We shall define the rang rg(A) as the ordinal number k~ (A). co + k2(A) and the 
rang rg(A-~B) as the sum rg(A)+rg(B). 
Lemma 4.8. I f  rg (A  ~ B)  = O, then  A ~ B = A 1 [ ]  .. .  • A n ~ B I [ ]  . . .  [ ]B in  where  fo r  
all i,j (l <i<_n, l < j<m) A i~Bj  is a (®, [ ,  ])-type. 
Proof. It follows from the definition of rg(A ~B)  that rg(A) = rg(B) -- O. By induc- 
tion on the number of occurrences of  [] in A (in B) we prove that A -- A j [] --- [] A n 
and B=BII-] ... l-lB m, where Al , . . . ,An,  B1,...,Bm are (®, [ ,  ] ) -shapes.  The 
properties of k 1, k2 pointed out above are used. [] 
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Lemma 4.9. For every type A~B there exists a derivation ~:(A~B)~.  
(AI[] "" [ ]An~BI [ ]  "" []Bin) in RD' such that for all i , j  ( l< i<n,  l< j<m)  
Ai-+ B j is ((~), [ , ])-type. 
Proof. By induction on rg(A-~B). If rg(A-~B)=O, then we may apply Lemma 
4.8. If rg(A-*B) > O, then let us consider the rightmost occurrence o of [] in A-~B 
such that kl(o) or k2(o):gO. It is easily seen that o may be lying in a subshape 
having one of the forms (C[ ]D)®E,  E®(CTqD),  [C'[]/) ,E],  [•,C[]D], 
E [] (C [] D) (o is the occurrence which is shown explicitly; in the last subshape o
is the right occurrence of []). If o lies in A, then we shall apply CL, otherwise we 
shall apply CR. As the parameter of this application we shall take the expanded for- 
mal instance of one of the isomorphisms (depending on the form of corresponding 
subshape). In the conclusion of this application the considered subshape will be 
replaced by (CQE) [ ] (D®E) ,  (E®C)[ ] (E®D) ,  [C,E] [] [/), E], [E, C] [] [/~,D], 
(E [] C)[]  D respectively. In the first four cases kl(o) decreases (and for other oc- 
currences of [] in A --, B the value of kl remains). In the last case the value of k 1 
remains for all occurrences of [] and the value of k 2 decreases for o and remains 
the same for other occurrences of []. As result the conclusions of the rule have 
smaller ang than the premise and to its conclusion the inductive hypothesis i ap- 
plicable. [] 
The derivation that is needed may be obtained from the derivation which exists 
by the inductive hypothesis and the derivation consisting of the single application 
of rule CL or CR (considered above). 
The derivation described in the lemma will be denoted by 3AB. 
Let us consider some occurrences ol, 02 of variables in the type A -B .  We shall 
say that they are separated if there exists an occurrence of a shape of the form C [] D 
in A-~B such that ol lies in C and o2 lies in D. 
We shall call the type A ~B distributively balanced if two conditions are satisfied: 
(1) any two occurrences of the same variable in A (in B) are separated; 
(2) if there are some occurrences of a, t~ in A (in B) which are not separated, then 
neither a nor ~ occurs in B (in A). 
Example 4.10. The types a [] a~ [~ [] [a, u], u], a [] ([~, u] ® a) ~ u are and the types 
a ® [a, u] ~ a, a ® a ~ a [] a are not distributively balanced. 
Lemma 4.11. Let • : (A ~ B) ~- (C ~ D) be a derivation in RD'  and the type A ~ B 
be distributively balanced. Then the type C~ D is also distributively balanced. 
Proof. It is easily seen that for the applications of CL, CR with the expanded formal 
instances of p,p-~, q, q-~,~,$-~,s,s -1,t, t -1 as the parameters there are the follow- 
ing possibilities. The occurrences being separated in the premise may be separated 
in the conclusion or two separated occurrences may give one occurrence in the con- 
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clusion or one occurrence in the premise may give two separated occurrences in the 
conclusion. The occurrence lying at one side of the arrow in the premise remains 
at the same side in the conclusion. Hence the conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied for 
the premise if and only if they are satisfied for the conclusion. This allows the induc- 
tion on the length of •. [] 
Lemma 4.12. I f  the type AI  [] "" [ : ]An~Bl  [] "'" •Bm is distributively balanced 
and fo r  some i , j  ( l<i<_n,  l< j<m)  the type Ai -oBj  is a (®,  [ ,  ])-type, then 
A i--* Bj is balanced or singular. 
Proof. As Ai~B j is (®, [,  ])-type, there are no separated occurrences of variables 
in it. Hence by (1) there is no more than one occurrence of every variable in Ai (in 
Bj). By (2) if a and a occur in Ai (in Bj), then neither a nor a occurs in Bj (in Ai). 
If Ai-- 'Bj  is singular the lemma is proved. Let Ai -~B j be not singular. This implies 
that for every variable occurring in Ai--~Bj" 
(a) it does occur in A i and in Bj or 
(b) it occurs only in A i (only in Bj) together with its adjoint. 
From (1) and (2) it follows that (a) and (b) cannot be true together. If for a variable 
(a) is true, then it satisfies condition (i) from the definition of balanced type; if (b) 
is true, then it satisfies condition (ii). Hence Ai~B j is balanced. [] 
Lemma 4.13. Let us consider the derivation 
:~"A B " (A-+B)  ~- (A 1 [] .-. [] A n -+ B I [] ... I-IBm). 
I f  A - - 'B  is a distributively balanced type, then, fo r  all i, j (1 _< i_< n, 1 < j< m), 
Ai -+B j is a balanced or singular type. 
Proof. By Lemmas 4.9, 4.11 and 4.12. [] 
Theorem 4.14. Let A --* B be some distributively balanced type and ~o :A - ,  B be some 
DNT.  Let us consider the derivation 
Then 
3AB: (A -*B)  ~- (A 1 [] " .  []An--* B l [] "'" ~Bm) .  
where ~ij'Ai-+Bj are DNT's  of the form described in Lemma 4.4. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.13 the type A~ [] ... I~An-~BI  [] "" l--1B m satisfies the condi- 
tions of Lemma 4.4, hence [3AS[(O)= I]7__ 1 (I i i~l ~0)" But 
- I- .l fi fl . [] 
j=l i=l 
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Theorem 4.15. Let  qh, (O2 " A - ,  B be DNT 's  and A ~ B be a distr ibutively balanced 
type. Then (Ol = (o2 ~ 51 = 52. 
Proof.  The implication (ol = (O2 =~ 51 = 52 is obvious. Let 51 = 52.  We have 
[ (  )] [ (  )] 
j= l  i=1 j= l  i=1 
where ~Pij :Ai--*Bj are  of the form described in Lemma 4.4. By Lemma 4.7 and 
using the properties of  the substitution - we have 
m 
j= l  
By the properties of product and co-product ~ij=Cp~'y. By Theorem 3.12, Oij=O~ (it 
is sufficient o consider balanced types), hence (ol = (O2- [] 
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